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Abstract. in this paper we present a semantics for nondeterministic applicative languages based 
on the typed A-calculus with a binary choice operator. It provides a natural interpretation of the 
choice operation and shows its relation with abstraction and application. A distinguishing feature 
of the semantics, that can also be considered as one of its motivations, is the preservation of 
detcrmir+tic equ:valences, in a sense to be made precise in the paper. 
On the operational side, the semantics relies on a rewriting system, which foliows an outermost 
strategy with sharing of arguments. The denot. ti*>r:ai counterpart is the distributivity of application 
with respect to the union operation. 
We present a full technical treatment of the case when sharing/distributivity is assumed with 
respect to ground argument5 only and we have exemplified the approach on the language NDPC’F, 
for which we show that a denotational semantics exists which is fully abstract with respect o the 
operational one. It is based on a construction of sn intrinsically fully abstract model w.r.t. an 
interpretation of basic constant and function symbols. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we investigate the semantics of nondeterministic languages and in 
particular of those obtained from an applicative deterministic language, by adding 
binary choice operations. 
This introduction consists of two parts: in the first we discuss the motivations for 
our work; in the second we preseut an overview of the paper. In order to introduce 
the problem, we need some well-known technical concepts; in particular, we assume 
the reader is familiar with the work on the semantics of recursive procedures 
(programs, program schemas), both with the ‘operational’ and the ‘denotational’ 
approaches (see e.g. [26]). We suppose also familiarity with the notions of: (flat) 
cpo, finite (isolated) element, (o-) algebraic cpo, consistently complete CPO, 
monotonic and continitous function, (typed) A-calculi (see, e.g., [ 11, 12, 241). Some 
acquaintance with the papers of Plotkin and Milner [24, 21) and/or Berry [l 1, 121 
would also be of help. 
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1. I. Problems and motivations 
Let us begin by considering the usual language 9, of first-order deterministic 
(applicative) procedures and call 3’: its enrichment with a binary operation symbol 
or at the ground level. An example of a term (equation) of 9; is 
F(X) e if x z-6 then 0 else (x or F(x - 1)). 
We assume that the arguments and results of the procedures that we consider are 
values in NI, the flat domain of the natural numbers (N denoting the set of natural 
numbers). In this preliminary discussion, we do not draw a sharp distinction between 
syntax and semantics: for example 0 will denote both the number zero and the 
corresponding numeral. 
Consider now the two equations in Y’, (hence in 3’:), 
F(x) G= if _x = 0 then 0 else 0 and C;(x) e if x = 0 then .Y else 0. 
Assuming the standard meaning for the if-then-else primitive (the so-called ‘sequen- 
tial if-then-else function*), whatever calling strategy we use for evaluating terms in 
Y, (outermost, innermost, . . .), the above equations define the same function: F(0) 
and G(0) produce the same result, and so do F(F( 1)) anti F(G( 1)) and so on. 
The situation is different when passing to 2’;. Consider indeed the two terms 
F(0 or I) and G(0 or 1). Let us adopt the outermost evaluation strategy together with 
a choice rule: M or N evaluates to either M, or A? Then, while we can only get 0 
from F(0 or I ,I, we can instead obtain 0 and 1 from G(0 or 1). We have indeed the 
following computation: 
C;(C) or 1) - copy-rule -+if $1 or 1) = 0 then 0 or 1 else 0 
choice-rule + if 0 = 0 then 0 or 1 else 0 
simplification -+ 0 or I------ choice-rule -+ 1. 
?-hi> esrrmple shows that equivalence of procedure detinitions in .Y I are not 
necessarily preserved when we embed these definitions into Y;. 
Let us now discuss briefly some of the atttitudes one can take, when faced with 
tk sikuation exemplified above. 
A possibility is to choose either an evaluation strategy or a denotational setting 
itnd then build up a theory on it. For instance one could choose an outermost 
htrategy as in the computation shown above and then find a suitable denotational 
semantics which tits this operational choice. An example of this approach is in [IS, 
171 imd also in [6]. In this case one has to accept that two detinitions, as the ones 
above, which were equivalent to Y,, are not so in Y,‘. 
Another possibility is to explore the different operational strategies and their 
denotational counterpart, as it has been done in [Y, 16. IS]. 
p Another approach is to fix ~1 (denotational/operational) semantics for Y,, say S,, 
and try to find a (denotational/operational) semantics for Y’;, S,&, such that if two 
terms in .T’, ;ire equivalent w.r.t. S:, then they are also equivalent w.r.t. S,+. We sky 
thrlt ‘the deterministic equivitlence is preseri*ed’. 
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This is the way we follow in this paper though in a more general setting as we 
shall allow higher types. 
On the operational side, we assume the so-called ‘call by name’ semantics for the 
deterministic case and look for a suitable strategy of evaluation, in the nondeterminis- 
tic case, which is able to preserve the deterministic equivalence. 
Looking at the computation we have shown for G(0 or I), it is easy to understand 
where the problem lies: G makes two copies of its argument, which then behave 
independently. To achieve our goal, we have to inhibit this possibility; we say that 
we have to prevent ‘duplicaticn of arguments’, though, strictly speaking, duplication 
is not the only point (indeed it would .lot matter, if one could force copies to behave 
in the same way). 
To this end we can see essentially three strategies. 
(a) Innermost derivations (in which terms headed by or are treated in the same 
way as terms headed by unknown function symbols; e.g., in GW(0)) and G(0 or 1) 
both F(O) and 0 or 1 must be evaluated first). 
(b) Derivations in which choices have precedence over replacement of unknown 
function symbols. 
(c) Outermost derivations together with shzring techniques. In the example, 
starting from G(0 or 1) we produce something which can be represented as 
if : = U then : else 0 
l-L-_ (0 or I ). 
The argument is then evaluated when (and only if) its value is needed. Here as we 
need the value of the condition in order to proceed, we evaluate 0 or I, say to 1, 
and obtain “if 1 = 0 then I else 0”. Hence we proceed as usual. 
With respect to the examples seen above, the three strategiss yield the same result, 
for instance G(0 or I ) evaluates only to 0; but this is not true when recursion is 
allowed. 
N,: 
To see this, just consider the following system, where .X and _V range over 
F(x, y) c= G(s, K(y)), 
G(x, y) e if x = 0 then 0 else G(s -- 1, H(y)), 
H(s) e H(x) or H(x), 
K(s) ck K(s). 
According to strategy (a), F(nl, n) obviously diverges, for any ~1 and n. According 
to strategy (b), F(0, n) evaluates to 0, for any n, but F(nz + I, n) evaluates to 
G(w, H (K( n))), which diverges, for any in and 11, because of H( K( n)): we have to 
derive H(K(n)) first, because H implies a choice. According to strategy (c), F(nz, n) 
evaluates to 0, for any m and n. 
Actually, there is a strict hierarchy: strategy (a) is less powerful than strategy (b) 
which is less powerful than strategy (c); where ‘less powerful’ means that tihe 
computed functions are less defined. Moreover there are some difficulties in defimlg 
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precisely a semantics based on strategy (b); see for instance [ 16, 181, where this 
evaluation mechanism is called ‘call-time choice’. 
We have fixed ‘call by name’ semantics as our deterministic semantics, SO strategy 
(c) is the one we shall choose, because it allows us to preserve the deterministic 
equivalence induced by our deterministic semantics. (It is well known-see, e.g., 
[263_that in the deterministic case outermost evaluation produces the same results 
with or without sharing.) 
Let us now turn to the denotational side of the problem, still referring to .& and 
Y;. For the purpose of the following discussion, we do not need to consider recursive 
procedures. Hence we can confine ourselves to consider sets and functions over 
them, instead of introducing domains and continuous functions, which need a more 
formal treatment. This will be given later. Here (A + B) will denote the set of all 
functions from a set A into a set f?. 
In the first example, when considered in the framework of Y’,, F and G denote 
the same function in (N+ N), the zero function. 
When going from Y’, to Y,+ the two rather obvious alternatives are that F and 
G denote functions in either (N - 2”) or (2%- 2h). 
Our aim is to see what is the ‘functional’ counterpart of the operational decision 
of preventing duplication (and independent behaviour) of arguments. 
It turns out that if we consider (Z’“-+ 2”‘: ), then this counterpart is just to consider 
n&iiric~ $rr~iic~ns. In this particular case _f‘ is additive iff for every set A, J(A) = 
~J{.ti{ul,! ac A}. 
On the other hand, if we take (tV+ 2’“‘) we are forced to extend functional 
application to sets (in order to deal with terms like G(0 or I )). Since we start with 
functions from individuals into sets, the only reasonable way to extend them to sets 
is by additivity. (Note that additiyity is called linearity in [ 141.) What we obtain is 
usually called the ‘natural extension‘ of functions to subsets. 
Actually, the two approaches are essentially the same, as there is a natural bijection 
between (fV -+ ZJ ) and the set of additive functions in (Zfi” -+ 2%), and the same property 
holds, Lfith suitable detinitions, in the case of domains. 
If we want to deal with recursion, then: for Y, we have to consider domains 
(QKh 3% kJ _, the fiat domain of natural numbers) and continuous functions: for 9’; 
w hilye to consider powerdomains and continuous additive functions (or natural 
extensions of continuous functions). Using a more abstract approach, one needs to 
;i>surne domains in which there is a continuous binary operation having the 
properties of set-union (commutativity, associativity and absorption) and to define 
additivity;distributivity w.r.t. this operation. This is what \vt: shall do in Sections 2 
2nd 3. 
Up to now, we have contined our discussion to a first-order language, but one 
can consider higher types. We shall now see that similar problems arise. 
Cont\ider indeed a language J2 which extends Y’,. by allowing not only individual 
L ari;Ible5 f typical elements s. I*) and tirst-order indeterminates (typical elements 
F-1 C; ). but ;11 w first-order vxiahles (t!-pica1 element 1) and indeterminates which 
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correspond to functionals, i.e., can take first-order functions as arguments, (typical 
elements #, P). The primitives of the language are still individual constants (such 
asO,l,. . .) and first-order functions (such as pred, succ, if-then-else). As examples 
of this language (and assuming N as base domainj we can take the equations 
@(x)(x) C if x(x) = 0 then 0 else 0 
and 
!P(;i;(x) e if x(x) = 0 then x(x) else 0. 
The semantics of languages like _r:! i-\as not been studied as much as the one fo., 
languages like 2,. However, it is clear how one cs;n proceed to give an operational 
and a denotational semnntics for the two examples above. 
The conclusion slhould be that these definitions (equations) are equivalent, in the 
sense that they both define the functional ZERO s.t. ZERO(J')( n) = 0, for every .,f in 
(N+ N) and every n in N. (For the sake of simplicity we are still considering just 
sets and functions: the reader can easily make our arguments more accurate b> 
considering domains and continuous functions.) 
If we now extend 2X2 to 3’; by adding both ground and first-order choice operators- 
still deJ?otec: by or, we can write terms like: (pred or succ)(l), @(pred or succ)( 1) an< 
V(psed or YFX)( l), where pred and succ are (to be interpreted as) the predecessor 
and the successor function. 
Let us call M and iV, respectively, the second and the third of the above terms. 
Using copying, choosing ;JNnd simplifying as our computation rules, we now see 
what are the possible results that WC can obtain from M and N. It is sufficient to 
exhibit two computations; the others follow a similar pattern. 
A4 -copy-rule + if (pred or succ)( 1) = 0 then 0 else 0 
-choice-rule + if pred( 1) = 0 then 0 else 0 
-simplifications + 0, 
N -choice-rule + @(succ)( 1) 
-copy-rule+ if succ(1) = 0 then 0 else 0 
-simplifications + 0. 
It is clear that M always produces 0. On the other hand, using similar reductions, 
we would get both 0 and 2 starting from N. 
Hence, once again, a nondeterministic context produces different behaviors for 
two detinitions (those for !? and @) which are equivalent in any deterministic 
ccz:text. If we aim at preserving the ‘deterministic equivalence’, then in devising 
our semantics we should adopt the following guidelines. On the operational side, 
wz have to prevent duplication of arguments (or to force copies to have the same 
behavior): sharing techniques seem very well suited for the purpose. On the denota- 
tional side, we have to consider semantic domains in which it is possible to impose 
a property of distributivity of application, corresponding to additivity of functions. 
This wi’ll be formalized in Section 3, tlsing the concept of distributive structure. 
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AS a final remark we can see that the choice whether to use distributivity or not 
makes a sharp difference also w.r.t. recursion. It turns out that this point can t e 
better expressed using the h-notation and the fix-point operator Y. Therefore, let 
us consider the equation A = 0 or A + 1 (where A is an indeterminate of ground 
type) and translate it into the term Y(AA.0 or A + I). As it is well known, the operator 
Y is used in conjunction with the so called Y-rule: YM + M( YM). Then consider 
the following computation: 
Y(hA.OorA+l)-,(hA.OorA+I)(Y(AA.OorA+I)) 
-+(AA.A + I)( Y(AA.0)) 
-+(AA.A + l)O-+ 1. 
It is clear that with similar computations one can obtain any positive integer. To 
be more precise these results are obtained by making two ditferent choices in the 
tuo copies of the term AA.0 or A + 1 which are created by the Y-rule. If one always 
makes the same choice, the only possible results are 0 and non-termination. This is 
precisely what one achiever by choosing before applying the Y-rule: 
In Section 2.4 we shall briefy discuss sharing w.r.t. the ‘argument’ of the Y- 
operator. 
The denotation4 counterpart of the different operLi: onal behaviors of 1’ is the 
difference between distributivity and non-distributi\,it~, of the application of the 1’ 
operator: air such it does not require a separate treatment. 
The technical treatment of the ideas discussed in the preceding section is carried 
out modelling applicative nondeterministic languages G nondeterministic typed 
A -calculi. More precisely: we start from deterministic t>,ped h-calculi with primiti\les: 
the types art* all the finite functiomtl ‘::pes generated from ~1 @en set of ground 
types K, typical element K ; the priniitives are ground constant and first-order function 
h~rnbols. Then our nondeterministic languages are obtained simply by adding ‘or‘ 
operators. In this framework we investigate the problem of grioing an cperational 
,md a denot&onal semantics which, in the light ot’ the pre\ NNS dixussion, extend. 
preserving deterministic equivalrance, respectively the deterministic: opcratiofidl 
semantics associated to ‘call by name’ and the corresponding denotational semantics. 
Wreoi*er. we require that the two semantics agree completely; in Milner’s ter- 
rninolog~~. see [ 201, we require the denotation;11 semantics to be t’ully abstract w.r.t. 
the operation4 one. 
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An operational semantics can be completely specified only if the primitives are 
specified, in order to have simplification rules (the so-called S-rules). In other words, 
one has to chodse a specific language. We have adopted a nondeterministic extension 
of Plotkin’s PCF [24], which we call NDPCF; that is the same choice of [ 15, 16, 17, 
61. When dealing with the denotational semantics we shall consider, more generally, 
a generic language of typed A-expressions with primitives and nondeterministic 
choice operators. We have preferred to have the choice operators at ground type only, 
i.e., we just have. as choice symbols, or,, of type K+(K + K), for any K in K. 
Higher types choice operators will Ile programmed: e.g., if L denotes the type 
‘natural number’, instead of succor prud, we shall write, in infix notation, 
Axpred 6) or, succ (x) (more formally: Axor, (( +I )x) (( - 1 )x)). Since we shall 
assume extensionality, this choice turns out to be completely equivalent o have explicit 
or’s at higher types, as we shall see in Section 2.4. 
It should be c!ear, looking back at the discussion of the preceding section, that, 
if we W&it t0 ?iWeiVt! deterministic equivalence in full, we have to devise an 
operational semantics, which, for example, assumes sharing w.r.t. any argument 
type c and any range type r; correspondingly, if the denotation of a term of type 
u -+ T is a function, then this function should be additive: in a more abstract way, 
the correspctndiil& application map should be distributive. But, in general, we can 
choose to perform sharing only w.r.t. come CT and some r; i.e., sharing/ 
distributiv ity technically looks a local (w.r.t. the set of types) concept. Clearly 
in this case ‘deterministic equivalence’ will be preserved in a corresponding partial 
form. 
In this paper we have taken the line of illustrating the approach, detailing in full 
the case of sharing and distributivity w.r.t. ground arguments only: but the treatment 
is such that it could be extended to higher types and we give hints in that direction. 
With such a choice, we can rely, on the operational side, on a previous paper [S], 
in which we gave a reduction algorithm for NIWCF, implementing an outermost 
strategy with sharing w.r.t. ground arguments: there it is shown that such an algorithm 
has a good behavior. Here, in Section 2.2, we consider the same algorithm, outlining, 
in Section 2.4, how it can be generalized to perform sharing w.r.t. higher-type 
arguments. 
The denotational semantics is given via models, following the style of [ 1 1, 121. 
First, in Section 2.3, we exhibit and discuss a model for NIWCI-, which is derived 
from the usutil Scott-Milner model of typed h-calculi, i.e., where the denotations 
of terms are functions. This model (note that it is different from the one in [Q, 
which has to agree with the mentioned operational semantics, is presented in a style 
which paves the way for the general definitions of Section 3. There we conskier a 
family of nondeterministic languages of h-expressions, introduce an abstract defini- 
tion of (ground-) distributive model and of (ground-) distributive interpretation, 
showing their main distinctive properties and finally show the existence of a fully 
abstract model, in the case when the interpretation satisfies a natural condition, the 
SFP condition. 
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The final section is devoted to showing that, as a consequence of the preceding 
results, we can build a model for NDPCF, which is fully abstract w.r.t. the operational 
semantics considered in Section 2.2. As a byproduct we also obtain that the denota- 
tional semantics associated with the model i la Scott-Milner of Section 2.3 agrees 
with the operational one on all programs. 
Let US now outline some key points in our technical treatment of the operational 
and of the denotationai semantics. 
Once we have decided to define our operational semantics by computations which 
use an outermost strategy with sharing of ground arguments, we are faced with the 
problem of finding a suitable description for sharing. In languages like <Yl, sharing 
can be described very naturally by using graphs or labeled terms 126, 223 and by 
derived algebras (see, for instance, [4]) or magmoids [I]. In A-calculi the description 
is more involved. The classical approach is that of Wadsworth [27] using graphs: 
another approach [ 191 makes use of a precise notion of duplication of redexes and 
of simultaneous contraction c)f duplicated redexes. 
The solution we propose is that of estertciing tire larlgztage of‘ A-expressiom b_v 
ir~tdwing terms of’ the jbrtn 11 I{ N/x} and ntod$iGg tile /3-rule by having ( AxM) hi 
reduce to IV{ N/s}, when .Y 1s of ground type. III other words, we suspend the 
substitution of N in M a~! keep .I- bound to its actual value: the idea can be traced 
hrtck to classical environment manipulation techniques. 
Modifying the &rule requires that we give an explicit reduction algorithm. We 
do thi!, by ;I reduction sysl_em which is deterministic (but for the choice rule) and 
ti>llow~ a cull-b.\*-need slrareg)’ [27 , 261 or lazv evaluation scheme as in [I.‘]. In this . 
qstem the concept of cri/kal curk7hle is central: roughly speaking, a variable is 
critical in ;1 term if we wed to know the valw of the actual argument wsociated 
to it to proceed in our txalu:ition (notice the connection with the concept of 
xqttc~tlinli!~* [26, 1 O]). 
On the denotationai side, ;t distributix moiel exhibits two main differences from 
the usual definition given for typed A-calculi (SCX, for instance, [ 11, 121). 
Nondeterminism requires an operation on the domains, with the usual properties 
of the set-union: this assumption is common to other semantics for nondeterministic 
A -citlculi. corresponding, for c\ample, to a call by name rule, like in 1. IT]. Moreover, 
itnd thih ih typical of our calculi, LVC ha\*c to postulate distributivitjr of the application 
n~pb wlatiw to the tlrgument typt~ u :lnd the range type r, w.r.t. which we hwe 
&wen to pcrlkrn >h;lring. In the pxticulw wse of ground-distrihuti\le models, 
cii4trihuti\.ity wiIl he rcquir~:d onl~~ Lv.r.t . all qument of ground type K and w.r.t. 
;iny ixng~ tyc‘ T. 
A property whic3h k not ~wsstxed bx the model ,:1 la Scott-hlilner of Section 2. 
is I^ull ilb3tr;lction. For ;tn~ I;inguage, onto is rnainl\~ intt’rested in the situation 1vhtlr.e . 
both a model and an opertit?onal semantics are given and there is ;t ‘full correspon- 
dence’ bet\\een the tivo. This idea of full correspondence has been formalized by 
Milntx in [ZO] introducing the concept of jirll dxrr~~ctiort (of ;L model) with respect 
10 itfl opt~r*i~iior~~il .vc~r,itrrllir’s ; N c’ r&x thtz rc:ldtx to [ 201 and [24] for the moti\‘ations 
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and the discussion of this concept. However, there full abstraction can be seen as 
more an intrinsic property of the model than a relationship between the model and 
a particular computation rule. This is the approach in [21]; Milner still uses the 
ssme name to denote this property (we prefer to call it intrinsic full abstructim), 
because there is a strong relation with the previous one. Indeed, once a model is 
intrinsically fully abstract, it is also fully abstract with respect to any computation 
rule which satisfies the (minimum) requirement of agreeing on programs with the 
semantics derived from the model. 
The construction of intrinsically full:] abstract models (Section 3) is an adaptation 
of the techniques first devised by Milt‘ :r [2 I] and nicely simplified by Berry [ 121. 
Our approach has some distinguishing features, which will be clear after the technical 
development. The main one is that we combine the two approaches, first building 
a model for closed Y-free terms as in Milner, and then extending the model to all 
terms, using the completion ;i la Berry. In this completion a critical role is played 
by the notion of SFP interpretation. But note that in our framework the SFP condition 
is a restriction no more severe than in the case of usual deterministic h-calculi (we 
do not know of any method of construction avoiding such a condition; an extended 
discussion about its significance can be found in [6]). Indeed the natural (ground-) 
distributive interpcztation for NDPC’F turns out to be SFP; on the contrary, in a call 
by nilme reg’me, the natural interpretation for the same language is not, as shown 
in 161. That paper was aimed at showing how Milner’s (and Berry’s) theory can be 
directly applied to handle some nondeterininistic situations; they key trick was to 
enlarge the set of primitive5 of some nondeterministic versions of PCF, in order to 
satisfy the SFP condition. We stress the fact that Milner’s and Berry’s results are 
not directly applicable in the cas2 we consider here, and thus we have to adapt and 
generalize their theory. In this way, we show that NIWCF with its natural interpretation 
has a fully abstract (ground-) distributive semantics; while in the case of the semantics 
corresponding to a call by name regime, like in [ 171, the existence of fully abstract 
models is still an open problem and to which, as shown in [6], the mentioned 
constructions are not applicable. 
One final remark: in this paper we concentrate our attention on the main ideas 
and on the. general setting for dealing with distributive semantics. Hence the proofs 
are presented only when they are relevant and new: whenever they follow some 
already known pattern, they are either outlined or omitted. But almost all proofs 
can be fi>und in [5] and in [S], where only the case o!‘the ground distributive models, 
there called s-models, has been discussed. 
2. An example: The language NDPCF 
The set T of jirn~fional types for our language is the smallest set containing the 
grmnd ~_vpcs o and L (intended interpretation: boolean and integer) and s.t. if CT, 
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TE T then (CT G 7) E T. In writing types, we assume that + associates to the right 
and suppress redundant parentheses. Letters CT and T, resp. K, possibly with sub- 
scripts, will denote arbitrary types, resp. a ground type. Types of the form KI+ * l l + 
K, --, K, ?I 2 1, will be called first-order fypes. 
The set of te’rms qf the language NDPCF (which we have called NDLS in [5, 81) is 
the set generated, by using typed A-abstraction and application, from: 
(1) a set of ground constant symbols (typical element c), namely: tt, ff, of type 
0:OJ ,..., II ,... oftype i; 
(2) a set of first-order constant symbols (typical element f), namely: Z, of type 
~-+~;(+l)and(--l),oftype~+c; IF,,oftypeo-,~~~~~,~=~,o; 
(3) /yped variables from the set VAR = (s”, JY’~, z”, . . . , x;‘, _v;‘, ~7,. . .’ (TE 7 }: 
(4) the combinators Y,,, of type (CT-, CT)-+ CT, for all types cr; 
(5) the combinators Or,, Of type K -+ K + K, K = L, 0. 
We use the letters M and N (Mr and IV”) to denote general terms (of type u), 
reserving P for programs, i.e., closed terms of ground type. A c~~ttfest, usually denoted 
by 8 [ 1, is a term where zero or more subterms are replaced by holes: a contextjbr 
M i-5 a context ,f: [ ] such that X[ M] is a term: a program confextjbr M is a context, 
u>ually denoted by 9’[ 1, such that :JP[ M] is a program. We write M[ N/x] to indicate 
substitution and Free(M) for the set of free variables of M. 
We adopt ihe usual conventions in writing terms (in particular, application 
associates to the left) and we shall often omit type-subscriptsjcuperscripts in primi- 
tive symbols and variables. Sometimes, to enhance readability, we shall write M or IV, 
M+I, if M then M’elseM”,... instead of or MN. (+I)M, IF MM’M”, . . . . 
Later, we shall need 0” and Y::“, defined as follows: 0” = YJhs”.s”), 0” *’ = 
A.u”O;, I”,‘,” = O”r-“T)+J, Y’,:’ ” = hs.s( Y’,~‘s), where s stands for X” *IT. 
Finally, IL!‘“‘, ;I ~3 0, will denote the term obtained from M by replacing all 
occurre7ccs of Y,, by Y):“, for all tr, and we shall call Vfree any term which contains 
Y only in subsystems of the form 0” (e.g., R/i(“) is Y-free). 
We now define the language in which we are able to express sharing of arguments. 
This language has to be regarded just as an auxiliary one. 
We reserve the word program for closed terms of ground type in NDPC+. (For 
another use of a language like the one we are to define, as a tool in an attempt to 
define an initial model for call-by-value in typed h-calculi, see [7].) 
Lef l:NI)rB(‘f. hc rl~ INqqqe (which was called ~MH.S in [S, 81) defined by all the 
rules for ~im’f plus the following one: 
For example: (t(((lF,.~-“).I*‘)((( + 1)2)/?~‘))=‘)Itt/.u”)) is a term of type L in )-:NIjf’(+. 
Wt: shall extend to terms in f.ww( f- the con~~entions on round brackets, subscripts 
and superscripts, so the term above would usually be written as 
I F,.xJ(( + I )2/_r}_(tt/.v)-. 
For terms in f:NIIfV‘)_, the definition of free variable is obtained adding the 
Mowing clause to the usual ones: Free{ M ( IV,/ .x-}) = t Free( RI )\(s)) u Free( N ). 
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where if A is a set and f3 c A, then A\B = {ala E A and a @ B}. Hence we have, for 
example: (_u”{x’~.r”})[tt/_~“] = _x”{tt.‘_x”). 
The definition of open (closed) :cnn is the u3ual one, but w.r.t. the new definition 
of free variable. 
2.2. l%e operational semantics q/’ Nwu 
The operational semantics for NDPCF is defined viii a reduction algorithmfbr terms- 
in ENDPCF. fhis, i;; turn. is defined vii, the (partial) relation + between terms, given 
by the rules below. (The relation defin,>d here is the same as the one given in [S]; 
the only ditference is that rule (12) there has been replaced, here, by rules ( 12a) and 
(12b). This has been done to simplify some proofs. We remark also that the calculus 
induced by + is an example of what is called A-s-calculus ir. [S].) 
(1) orMN+M; orMN+N; 
(2) (+‘)n+n+l: (--‘)n+l+n, (-‘)O+O: 
(3) zo+tt: Zn+Y-+ff: 
(4) lFttMN+M; lFff MX-+ N; 
C-3 ‘)‘M + Pf( YM): 
(63) (As %i)f\ --, M[ N/s”] for non-ground rr; 
(6b) (hs”M)N + M{ N,,W}, perform$ in M all the renaming: which would 
be required by the ustial p-rule: 
M+M’ 
(8) 
M{ N/x}+ M’{ N/x}: 
P? y{ N/X} + y for any primitive symbol y = C, (+l), . . . , I’, or, . . .; 
(10) (or A4){ N/s}+or(M{ N/x}); 
(‘la) (lFb){N/.r}+lFb forb=tt,ff; 
(lib) (lFbM){N/s}+IFb(M{N/.~}) forb=tt, ff: 
where * indicates renaming, to be performed if x is free in N: 
“ja’ 
x&R(M) 
M{ c/_u} --, M[c/x]: 
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x E CR(M) and N + N’ 
(113b) - ,M{N/x}+ M(N’/x} ; 
where CR(M) is the set defined as follows: 
CR(x”) = (x”}; 
CR(M’M”) = 
CR(M”) if A& {(+1),(-l), 2, IF}, 
CR( M’) otherwise; 
CR( M’{ M”/s}) = 
CR(M”) if x E CR(M’), 
CR( M ‘) otherwise ; _ 
CR(M) = (3 in all other cases. 
By definition, CR(M) is either a singleton or the empty set and it contains only 
ground variables which are free in M; we call it the critical set yf’ M and if 
CR( M ) = {x*}, we say that xK is critical in M. 
A discussion and some examples are a!most mandatory here. 
Firstly remark that our reduction system is devised essentially to reduce programs 
(i.e., closed ground terms in NDPCF). So it happens that for any M and scr, ACM 
is a normal form (i.e., cannot be reduced). On the other hand there are non-ground 
terms which are not in normal form, e.g., IF(or tt x)0+ IF tt 0. 
Let us now examine the rules which define +. Rules (1) to (5) are standard; they 
simply refer to the usual interpretation for the primitive symbols, the symbols or 
and the combinators Y. Rules (7a), (7b) and (8) mean that our reducing system 
follows a leftmost strategy. The p-rule is split in two, rules (6a) and (hb), because 
we perform sharing only w.r.t. E around arguments. For example we have: 
(Ax%!) (or 2 3) -+ M{or 2 3/s’}, 
but 
(As’ “MI(hs’ (or 2 3)) - M[Ax’ (or 2 3)/s’ “1. 
In other words, we prevent duplication of or-combinations only when they are (part 
of) ground arguments, as in the first example. In the second example, the argument 
is (regarded as) ;t function, i.e., an entity which is not to be split (as we have already 
remxked, no rules apply to Ax’ (or 2 3)). 
To explain the remaining rules, we recall that terms with braces can be regarded 
3> UWA terms together with an environment or an association-list (similar to that 
of 1 ISP). Such enii~~~rnent is distributed all o\ er the term in such ;I way that each 
subtcrm carries around its local environment (and this, together with the renamings 
dictated by rule ((ib), causes the scopes to be static). A similar ;:pproach is used in 
1 I-71, in the t‘ramework of untyped applicative lx~guages. 
RL~ CC>), (1 la), ( lht &NV us to get rid of’ 1 sekss sections of the environment, 
Ichilts rule5 ( 10). ( 1 1 t3) and ( 1 Zb) 3re de\.ised to move segments 0f environment 
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‘closet’ to the subterms for which they are relevant, at the same time ‘clearing the 
way’ for the application of other rules such as (I), (4) and (6a), (6b). 
We are nc;w left with rules i(l3a) and (13b) and with the mysterious CR(M). The 
intuitive idea is that, while reducing from the left, we try to remit evaluation inside 
braces (i.e., evaluation of ground arguments) as far as possible. The moment comes 
when the ‘head’ of the term that we are reducing, say M, cannot be transformed 
unless we know the ‘value’ of (an occurrence of) a ground variable (at least), say 
x, which appears as free in the head oi M. We then say that x is a critical variable 
and the definition of CR is such that fr.r an appropriate term M’, occurring in the 
head of M: CR( M’) = 1.x) (see examples below). At this point, we look in the ‘tail’ 
of M to see whether x is bound to some term inside a pair of braces ant! we choose 
the first from the left, say IV. If this happens, we try to evaluate IV (rule (13b)); if 
this evaluation produces 2 ground constant c, then we replace x by c in the head 
of M (rule (13a)), suppressing the now useless element of environment, and then 
continue reducing the head of the term obtained by substitution. 
This basic idea has to be refined w.r.t. two points, at least. Firstly, the evaluation 
of N above may, in turn, produce the same situation encountered in reducing M. 
Secondly, as we want our reduction system to be deterministic, but for the choice 
rule, the critL til varl,tble has to be unique: either a (single occurrence of a) variable 
or none at ah must be selected. 
All this is better seen through some examples. Consider M, = Z-x, MI - Zx(N/x} 
(i.e., (ZX){ N/x}) and M3 = 2:x{ Q/ w}{JJ/x){~/~}{ P/x}. Then: s is critic4 in MI and 
indeed CR( M,) = {x} (but there is nothing to do about it); x is critical -n the ‘head’ 
of M2, i.e., ZX, and, moreover, everything depends on IV ; therefort CR( M,) = 
CR( IV). In M3 we have: x is critical in the initial segment of M3 (7x); then we 
consider a longer initial segment, up to the first pair of braces binding x: A+= 
Zx{ Q/ w}{y/x}, indeed CR(Zx{ Q/ w}) is still {x) and so we cannot stop dt Zx{ Q/’ WV}. 
Now, CR(MJ= {y}, so we continue and consider MS = M,(~,/J*): h+:re we stop, 
indeed CR( M,) = 0, and we can apply rule (13a). Notice that CR(M3) is empty too, 
regardless of CR(Q) and/or CR(P); indeed we do not care about Q and P while 
reducing M,. 
Similarly, if MS = (IF tt _Y Q){ N/x}, then whatever initial segment of M5 we can 
consider, _Y is not critical in it: this happens because MS can be reduced (for one 
step) without knowing anything about x, indeed M5+ x{ N/X}. 
Part of the remarks above can be formalized by the following lemma. 
We omit the proof, which can be easily done by induction on the structure of 
terms. Remark that the reverse of the implication is false (just consider M = x1 -‘L j. 
Even if we shall not define a denotational semantics for ENIIPCF (but only for 
~KJPCF), we can remark that extending the semantics of NIWC-F (see Section 2.3) to 
FNIWC F-, one would have: for every M in ENDPC*F, if CR( M) = {x}, then [MD/I = I, 
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whenever p(x)= I (where [ 1, resp. p, have the usual meaning: the semantic 
mapping, resp. an environment). 
The last point to be discussed is the problem of recursion. Our reduction system 
is deterministic, in the choice of both the rule to be applied and the ‘place’ where 
it has to be applied. This is possible and does not produce unwanted non- 
terminations, because of the intrinsic sequential nature of the language. There is no 
room here for a discussion of the concept of sequentiality; we refer the reader to 
[ 10, 11, 12, 24, 261. 
We conclude this discussion by presenting two examples. The first of them embeds 
one of the examples in Section 1 (the definition of G), while the second is just a 
variation of it, showing that ‘homonyms’ do not produce troubles. We use infix 
notation when it helps readability. Notice that the results we obtain in the computa- 
tions are those we said we want (i.e., the deterministic equivalence is preserved 
w.r.t. terms corresponding to the language YT discussed in Section I). 
Example 2.2 
(Ax.((h_~iF, _Y ==O)_~)sO)(Oor I)+ 
-+ (((hy.IF, _Y = 0) x) x @){O or l/.u} 
--, ((IF, 1’ = 0)(x/~*\ s O){o or l/x) 
-+((IF, ~-0){.x/~~} sO){n/x} [here n is in (0, I)! 
*(IF, fl =O) n 030. 
Example 2.3 
(AX.((As.lF, .X =0)x’) s 0) (Oor I)+ 
+ (((hs.IF, _V = 0) X) s O){O or l/.x} 
--+ ((IF, A- = O){r/s} x 0){0 or l/s} 
-q(jF, ~==O){s/.x} .vO)(rr~s} [here p1 is in 10, \}I 
--+( IF, .Y -O){n/s} n 0 
-4F,n=OnO-+O. 
The followirlg theorem states that our reduction system is deterministic but for 
the choice-rule and that starting from a closed term of ground type the reduction 
halts only when a ground constant is reached. 
urriqtte -- 
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tree, the computation tree for M w. r. t. + , which has the following properties: 
(i) the root is labelled by M; 
(ii) lf LY is a node labelled by Q and Q + Q’, without using rule (I), then LY has u 
unique son, iabelled by Q’; 
(iii) if a is a node labelled by Q = u?[or,Q,QJ, where %[ ] is a single-hole context, 
and we can reduce Q by reducing or Q, Qa using rule (l), then (Y has exactly two sons, 
LY 1 and cu2, labelled by %‘[Q,] and U[QJ, respectively; 
(iv) a node is a leaf [flit is labelled by a ground constant symbol. 
Proof. For the proof, see [5, Theorem L 21. _ Cl 
If + denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of +, then the theorem above 
allows us to define the set ofall (possible) resulfs of a program P in NDPCF, Eval(Pj, 
using the special symbol w as an abbreviation, by: 
(i) cE Eval(P) iff P+ cy 
(ii) WC Eval(P) iff there is an infinite sequence, P = P,,, P,, . . . , P,,, . . . s.t. Pi + 
P,, I (we say that P may diverge, or simply that P diverges). 
Notice that this last clause makes sense because, as we shall see in Section 2.3, 
we consider individual data and results which belong to flat domains (for a more 
general approqtch, th’3ugh in a different setting, see [2, 31). 
In Section II.3 we shall define a denotational semantics for NDPCF. In order to 
compare the two semantics we shall define two preorders: an operational preorder, 
below, and a denotational one, in Section 2.3, (see [20, 241 for motivations). 
Let cop be the relation, berween programs (of the same type) in NDPCF, defined 
by: Pc<,,,Q iff either Eval(P) = Eval(Q), or (W E Eval( P) and Eval(P)\{a} c 
Eval( Q)). 
Then the operational preorder tclpr induced on NIWCF by Eval, is the type- 
preserving relation defined by: 
M c ,,p N iff .9[ M] ~-(,~9’[ N] for every program context (for both M 
and N) r’p[ 1. 
2.3. A ntodel.for NDPC'F ci la Scott-Milner 
Having defined an operational semantics for NDPCT we turn to consider denota- 
tional semantics. This is done by defining an interpretation for the constant and 
function symbols and a model giving the domains of higher type for NIX-F. This 
model will have the dibadvantage of not being fully abstract w.r.t. the operational 
sen;r;ntics. However, it is arguably a natural model for our language and will motivate 
the more abstract treatment of models to come in Section 3. 
Following standard notations, we denote the order relation, resp. the least element, 
in pasets by c, resp. I, adding subscripts sometimes to avoid confusion. Moreover, 
if D and D’ are cpo’s, [D-, D’] denotes the cpo of all continuous functions from 
D into D’. If A is a set and A’, A”c A then A’\,“= {a E A( a E A’ and a E A”}. 
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Given a flat cpo D, the (Egli-Milner) ordering between non-empty subsets of D 
is given by: 
AGB iff (VrlEA,3kBs.t.acb)and(VkB,~aEAs.t.a~h). 
(Thus Ac B iff either A = B, or (-LEA and A\{_L)E B.) 
Then the Plotkin powerdomain of D, lF’( D), is defined as the set {A 1 (b f A c D, A 
is finite or contains I}, together with the above order (see [23,25] and also [ 15, 171). 
It is well known that for any denumerable flat cpo D: (Fp(D) is an w-algebraic, 
consistently complete cpo, whose finite: elements are the finite non-empty sets: the 
binary set-union function on [Fp(D) is continuous and D is continuously embedded 
in lP( D). 
In the language NDPC‘F we regard nondeterminism as superimposed on a deter- 
ministic structure (Plotkin’s PCF, see [24]). This is mirrored by the kind of interpreta- 
tion we consider, which is composed of a (deterministic) interpretation for PCF 
(the standard one) ph~s the nondeterministic part: powerdomains and unions. 
Moreover, following Milner, the interpretation for PCF that we consider is ‘;i 
,firsl-order interpr?ation: onfy the ground domains and the meaning of ground 
constant symbols and first-order function symbols are given by the interpretation. 
The meaning of Y’s and the higher-order domains are determined by the model. 
7%~ (xtandard) intc;_pretalion .zjbr NIIPC‘F is given by: 
( I) basic ground domains (the domams of the ground constants and variables): 
C’,l -T.:C;=N,:ih Y ere -IT, and N , are the flat cpo’s of truth values and nonnega- 
t ive integers, respectively ; 
( 2) gmicnd constarl Is : .? (c) = c, for each ground symbol c: 
(3) _fir.st-order ji nctinns: 9(( +I)), .Y(( -- 1)) and J(Z) are, respxtively, the usual 
successor, predecessor and test-for-zero functions on N :, where S(( - I ))(O) - 0: 
.q( IF, ): (‘,I + c‘,’ + c’,’ -+ C’,’ is the usual sequential conditional function, for 
K L 0. 1. 
(4) ground domains : D; = [FP(T ;); Df = l.P(fW); 
(5) wlions: u;’ denotes the binary set-union on U,“. K = o, L. 
VA: now define the model 9, for NIWW :rnd 9, which is derived from the usual 
Sctztt-Milner model for typed h-calcuti. 
Let us set: 
gvhere u,, is defined inductively (and in parallel with D,,) b> 
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It is easy to see that D,_, with the order induced from [D, + D,] is a cpo and, as 
such, it is isomorphic to [C;’ + D,]. Thus, as consistently complete o-algebraic cpos 
are closed under function space, each D, 1 z is a consistently complete w-algebraic 
cpo. 
Then the model Yfor NDPCF and 4 is the quintuple 
specified as follows: 
(i) Domains and unions. CK = C,‘, K = . o; D,, u,, a~ T, are as defined above. 
As C, is continuously embedded in 0,. w,’ identify it with its image in 0,. 
Note that, for any K, every finite element of D, is a finite union of finite elements 
of C,. Moreover, every map u, is continuous and satisfies the usual properties of 
a set-union map; i.e., u,, is absorbing (d u,d = d), commutative (d u, a”= d’u,d) 
and associative ((d u~~~‘)u,,A~“= d u,,(d’u,,d”)). 
(ii) Applications. For each couple u, 7 in T the symbol * denotes the usual func- 
tional application, - : D,, _ T x D,, + D,. 
Note that - is continuous and s.t., for any K, IT and 7: 
- L,,, - d = 1, for every d in D,,; 
- for any g, g’ ~,fl D,,_T: g - d c7g’ * d, for every d in D,, implies that gE,,_,g’; 
- (gu,,_,,g’) * 3 = g- d u,g’ - d., for any d iu I?,, and g, g’ in DC,_,; 
- g. (d u,,d’)==g- d u,g- d’, for any d, d’ in D,, and g in D,,,, 
(iii) Semanfics. Set DV,, = C,, if UE K and DV,, = D,, otherwise, and let Env be 
the cpo of type preserving maps from VAR into U{ DV, (TE T}. Then to each term 
AI of type CT in I\;DPCF we associate the continuous function [I MJJ : Env + DC,,, s.t. for 
each p in Env: 
ILdlP = p(x): U.nKllp =1,; 
U4lP = WC)) = {cl; 
UfJJp = the natural extension of 9(J); for any first-order primitive function 
symbol f: 
[orK]P = u,; 
where p[d/x”](>~) = 
d if y = x”, 
p(v) otherwise; 
Uh.u”M~p.{ci=UM3(P~{c}/xK]) for any c’in C. 
Note that because of the continuity of - and of the properties of C,-and D,, the 
clauses for [ 1 completely specify its value on each term M. 
The so-called denotarional preorder, on NIIPC‘F, associated to Y is defined, as 
usual, by setting: ME:, N iff [MI/ r [I Nj. 
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It can be shown that the preorders c-_.~ and t--or, (defined at the end of Section 
2.2) do not coincide, i.e., using the terminology introduced in [20]), 3’ is not fully 
abstract w.r.t. the operational semantics. To be more precise, while one can easily 
see that, for every M and N, M r:,N implies M GJV, the converse of the 
implication does not hold. Indeed one can find two terms, say M,, M2 s.t. MI !+., M2 
and neither M, !+M2 nor M2c:, M, (two such terms are exactly those used for the 
case of PCF in [24]). 
In Section 4 we shall, however, see that the two preorders do coincide on programs 
(closed ground terms in NDPC'F). 
2.4. Comments 
Here we outline how to modify the model Y given in Section 2.3, in order to 
model distributivity at higher types. A few words should also give a clue towards 
the modifications to the rewriting system of Section 2.2 needed to handle higher 
type sharing. 
Consider for example the case oi’ terms of type (L + L) + L (like the ones used in 
the examples of Section I .1 ) and suppose we want to model distributivity of 
application w.r.t. terms of type L -+ L. 
Let us call addifiue a function .f‘ in [II,, + D,] s.t. _&I u,.d’) =.f’(n)u.fj&), far 
every d, d’ in I),,. 
Denote by C, ., the set of additive functions in [IFp(N: )+ l&N 1 )] s.t. if .f‘~ C, .,, 
then .fic)~: N, for every c’ in IV:. Recalling the definition of D, .( and of the union 
in Section 2.3, it is easy to check that C, 
;G& ,-PCN.)]’ 
.(.- wi;h the ordering induced from 
IS an w-algebraic cpo continuously embedded in D, .L and moreover 
every finite element of D, .L is a finite union of finite elements of C, +,. Thus we 
have recreated the situation we had previously (Section 2.3) w.r.t. the domains of 
type K. Then, as we did for Dk _ we define I,,, .(, ., as the subset of [I), ., -+ D,] 
consisting of all the additive functions. Then fi,L _, ., is an w-algebraic cpo isomor- 
phic t(l [Cg ~( --, DJ and functional application restricted to & _+, ,__ x D, It is distribu- 
tive. We can thus define a new model .? in which & .,,) ,, replaces (D,, _.(, ~I and 
where we modify the semantic clause about h-abstraction, setting: 
WC c;tn thus model distributiiity of application w.r.t. the couple (I -3 1, 1). In il similar 
way LUC can model distrihutivity ut any type level. 
The operational counterpart of :lII this is sharing of arguments of the chosen types 
end w.r.t. the chosen target types). The technique for doing this t‘ollo~s the pattern 
of the one developed in Section 2.2, with some care in some delicate points. We 
mention only three. The first is the Y-rule; as the behavior of Y must be the ‘limit‘ 
of the behaviors of the F”‘, then we should have, for the appropriate types 
IF: l:,.If -+.‘t’( \:rv){ &Ii.\-}, 1fitl-1 .Y being 3 ‘new \3riahle‘ of tvpe (r-+ (i. 
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The second point concerns the analogous of rule (l?a), see Section 2.2: it is 
sufficient to replace c by ‘IV which is or-free’. Finally, because of rule (13b), it is 
necessary to introduce a rule for reducing h-abstractions (in order to get rid pi err’s 
which may be inside). 
Let us now show that the introduction of or,, for any (T is useless. 
Suppose that we had in the language a term or,, of type (T + u -* a, for every CT 
in T. Then we would add the clause [or&~ = u, in the definition of [[ 1. It is 
straightforward to v::rify that, because of extensionality: [ar,,+.!!EV~p = 
[hx”.ot, (Mx”) (xx j&, ( ‘*\b with x” neither t’ree in M nor in N). This motivates our 
claim that it is possible to program the ch4ce operations at higher level, starting 
inductively from those at ground types. 
It can also be shown that the introduction of or,, for any (T does not need any 
significant change on the operational side. Indeed it is enough to assume that rule 
( I) of Section 2.2 holds for any or,, (i.e., or,, MN + M and or,, MN -9 N for any (7). 
More precisely we could prove the following fact. Let NIXX’FI indicate the extension 
of NIMY‘F obtained by adding or,, for any u and 7 denote the reduction relation 
defined as + but with the addition above. Then define inductively OR, by 
OR, = or, and OR,,,, = hz’r~Th~~“~Th~~” OR,(ZX)(JX). 
If P is a prograni iri ~~~~~~~~ and p is the program in NDPCF obtained from f by 
substituting OR,, tor or,,, for any (T and t, til<n P ++c(m) iff @+ c(m). We do not 
give the forma! proof of this fact, since it is rather long and tedious, but the reader 
can easily understand why it works, working out some examples. 
3. Distributive models 
Here first we present a more abstract formalization of the concepts which appeared 
in the last section. We develop the theory of gd-models and gd-interpretation (gd 
stands for ‘ground distributive’), in order to study a case which generalizes the 
model Y’ for NDPCF. Then we introduce the concept of SFP gd-interpretation and 
show the existence of an intrinsically fully abstract model for any such interpretation; 
a result which will be applied in the following section to get a model for NDPCI- 
which is fully abstract w.r.t. the operational semantics of Section 2. 
111 what follows RIX‘L denotes a language of typed A-expressions, built as ND;-?, 
cm a set K of ground types, but with symbols of ground constants in a set C‘, ranged 
over by c, with symbols of first-order functions (of type K~ + K? --+ - - - + K,, + K) in 
F, ranged over by fI with symbols of fixed point operators Y,, and of choice operators 
or, ; f2” denotes as before the term Y,(hx”.x”). L denotes she set of Y-free terms 
in RKL., i.e., the terms in which the recursion operator Y does not appear, except 
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that in the combination for a,. L”, RECL~ denote the corresponding sets of closed 
terms and L”, RECL~ the’ sets of terms of type CT. 
A simple term is a term in L, in which there are no occurrences of or’s operators 
nor of h-abstractions nor of non-ground variables. 
A domain with union is a couple (D, (I ) where D is an w-algebraic cpo and u a 
binary continuous map on D, called union, which is absorbing, commutative and 
associative. (Domains with unions are called nondeterministic domains in [14].) For 
any types u and r, a (CT, r)-nondeterministic structure, shortly a (CT, +nd-structure, 
is a 4-pie ((Q,., u,,), (R, u.), (Ln u,+~), 9, where 
- (I),, u,,), (Q, u ,), (D,_, ,, u & are domains with union; 
- . is a continuous map, called application, from D,,__ x D, into D, s.t., for any 
g, g’ in &en 
- I,,-_. d = I, for any d in D,,; 
- if g - d E,g’ - d for all d in D,,, then gE,,+,g’ (order extensionality); 
-(gu,,_,,g’).d=g.du,g’.d foranyd in D,,. 
Clearly in the model Y for NDPCF, for every CT and T, the corresponding domains 
and applications constitute a (CT, r)-nd-structure. But we have a richer structure for 
modelling the semantics corresponding to sharing at ground type; we generalize 
that structure by the following definition. 
A distrihutiue nondeterministic domain, shortly a d&-domain, is a triple ( D, C, u) 
where 
- (LI, U) is a domain with uliion: 
- C is an w-algebraic cpo Luntinuously embedded in D: 
- eve-y finite element of I> is a finite union of finite elements of C. 
A (u, T!-distrihuti~e structure, shortly a (CT, 7)-d-structure, is a 4-ple ((II_, C,,, u,,), 
( Qy UT), ( lLn u,,-J, - ), where 
- Ww, UA VA, u.), (Qr-.,. u,,.,.), Q ) is a (v, r)-nd-structure; 
- ( II,,, C,,, u,,) is a dnd-domain: 
- ,:+.I u,,d’)=g. d u,gp d’ for any g in I)tr_.r and d, d’ in D,, (distrihuticity of 
applic;rtion). 
Again the models 9 and J; of the preceding section illustrate how we can give 
a denotlrtionlrl counterpart of un operational sharing technique with respect to the 
argument type u and ;t range type T: k\;e require a (v. T)-d-structure and assume 
that the semantic clauses on [ jJ are such that 
and, moreover, for any or-free RI of type CT and for any p, [Mip E C:,. In the model 
.‘I distributivity is assured w.r.t. all ground types K and w.r.t. any range type T. A 
formalization of that model is a ground distributive model, shortly a gd-model, 
defined formally below. In the following definition, and in the rest of the paper, 
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we simplify our notations, writing, for insance, {Q,} and {C,) instead of’ {D,, 1 cr E T} 
and (C, 1 K e K ); (recall that) K alwrys denotes a ground type, i.e., an element of K. 
Definition 3.1. A gd-model .& for R ,X-L is a 5-ple({ C,}, {D,}, {u,), - , [I n>, specified 
as follows: 
(i) Domains and applications: 
- For every o and 7, ((D,, u,,), (D, J;), (D,,_,, u,,+J, . ) is a (u, T)-nd-structure; 
- for every K and every 7, ((D,, !c,, 'J,/, (D, u,), (DKdn u,,,), l ) is a (K, 7)-d- 
structure. 
(ii) Environments and semantics. We set DV,, = C,, for UE K and DV, = D,, for 
g e K. Env denotes the cpo of all type preserving maps from VAR into u{ DV,} ; p 
denotes a typical element in Env, p[d/x] is the environment p’ s.t. p’(y) = if y =X 
then d else p(y), and I denotes the tctally undefined envirenment. 
[ ] is a type preserving semantic map, [ I] : RECL-+[Env 3 J{ Q,}] swh that, for 
any p E Env, 
lIfnp-UfniandifJ’isoftype K,+-•-+K,-+K anif ciK&=l,...,n), 
then ([jjl) . cl - . . . l C, E C,: 
([or,np). dq d’=d uJ’ for any d, d’ in D,; 
u2,np = I,: 
li-unp = p(x): 
u~w~=wmo w4bb 
$W.Mnp) - d = [MIj( p[d/x]) for any d in WA 
u xrn =LM y::'h n W. 
Proposition 3.2. !/’ ({CJ, { D,r}, {u,,}, - , [I I)) is a gd-model *for RECI., then: 
(i) $.x is not-free in M, then-for every p: [Ml]p =[Mj(p[.!_/x]); 
(ii) jbr every context ‘f;[ ].for M and N: [Ml L [Nl+[%[M]n c [%[N]jj; 
(iii) if’ 4.1~jIl~ is a directed set in [Env -+ D,,], then jbr any context X’[ ] jbr the 
M;‘s: [MT] = u{[ M,n}+[%[ M]] = u{[ (Q Mi]D). Here the -first u is taken in [Env -+ 
D,J and the second in [Env + D,l where r is the type qf %[ 1; 
(iv) [j‘ N is qf type K and or$ee, then, jbr arly p, I[ Nnp E C, ; moreouer, *for arzy p, 
[(hs”.M)N~p = [MC N/x”]npf or any N oj’type 0 such that either u E K or (T E K and 
N is or:free; 
(v) 1 )q = u M( yhl)j; 
(vi) let w[ ] be a simple program context of type K’, with [ ] of type K and MI,, w:, 
_fi)r i = 1, . . . , 11, be simple programs of’ type K, SUCK that cI K (1 lJ,n> r u K {fl win); theri 
udbbm C_ u,I{uNfM?:]n>; 
(vii) V W’J, (D,L b,J, . , U Ii’> is another gd-model jbr RECL and [f 1’ = (If 1, 
[cl’ = [cl, _for any f in F and c in C, then [Ml’ = (I Ml, for any M in REC'L.. 
Proof. Parts (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (vii) follow by structural induction and routine 
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verifications; (v) follows from (iii) and the definition of [ Yj. As for (vi), remark 
that. 31nce application is monotonic, we have 
But, because of distributivity and (iv), 
~hxK.~fxqj - (uK{[win}j = u,, {~kh~~xyj . [win) = u,. {[w[wi]n}. 
The analogous holds for the terms w:. Hence the result. Cl 
In the following, for every gd-model M: 
- G./, denotes the type-preserving preorder relation on RECL, defined by: ME II N 
iff 1 Ml L fl NT]; the associaiyd equivalence is denoted by = ,, ; 
- L /(,, denotes the type-przser ring precrder relation defined on RECL by: M G_.~,,, N 
iff .Y[M]cP[N] f or every program context 8[ 1: the associated equivalence 
relation is denoted by =i ,,,,. 
Say . lI is infrinsicall~l.lirli?~ ahstrm~, shortly i.f.a., whenever =.N and = ,,,, coincide. 
It is easy now to verify that the model 9’ of Section I is indeed a gd-model; as 
we have already said, following the technique and the e? ample given in [24] it can 
be shown that .‘k is not i.f.a. 
3.2. gd-1nter~~retatioil.s 
The interpretations we consider here are essentially extensions of the dett-ministic 
interpretations for the language obtained from WAX. forgetting or operators. 
Definition 3.3. A gd-interpretatiorz .d for Kt:(x. is a couple 
- (D,‘, (I’,‘, ?J *‘*) is ;1 dnd-domain for any K c k’. 
- .:d is :I (type-preserving) map which associates to each c of type K a \‘;llue J(c) 
in C, ;tndtoeachfoftyperc,~~,~...3~,,~~at‘unction.c/(f)in((‘,,4~”3 
( :, --, C,], s.t., setting ?I,[ ] - d(.f’~ - cl . . . c,, ,[ ] - c,, , , . . . o,,, 
for every p, s.t. 1 - p--I )I, ?I,,[+,, \!I,,[ (~‘]r...~~l,,[c~]c.l\‘l,,[t~‘], 
for any c*, E C‘,, ( i = I, . . . , rz ) 
and any c’, 6, P, e’ ~1 Ch:, s.t. (1 LJ h. I’ C”E c u.,,c’. (*) 
I3elhre U’S e.uplGn condition (*), it is convenient to give a further definition. 
Definition 3.4. Let :.d be ;I gd-interpr~trltiorl ror tit-( I . .A gd-model for K~:c‘L, ~3) 
t/ I- {{C, 1, {/I,,;, (LJ,,};, [i ii is a gd-model for .J ifT: 
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-C,=Cz’, D,=Df,uE’=ufforany~~K; 
- [cl_L=d(c) for any CE C; 
- foreveryfoftype KI+‘,“‘+K~+K, 
[f~l_*c,~..~c,=(j)~c, ..:c, foranyc,EC,, (i=l,..., n). 
Let us lo& at the meaning of condition (*) in Definition 3.3. In any gd-model 
4 for REC.L and .$ if c u K, C’G e u K e’, tl;en the monotonicity of application implies 
[SD-L 9 cl l . . . l c,,_~ •(cuK&[f~~ l c, l ..: +I -(euKpe'). Thus, from the dis- 
tributivity of application and the conditions on .:ti in Definition 3.3, we get (*); 
and SO (*) is a necessary condition for the existence of gd-models for &. Another 
point of view is the following. Condition (*) clearly ensures that there is a unique 
extension of *d(S) to a function, that we still denote by .4(f), in [DK, + * . l -+ D,,t -+ 
DJ; it is enough to recall that every finite element of D,, for any K, is a finite union 
of finite elements of CK. 
Conversely, if we assume, in the definition of &, that *d(f) is a function [O,, + 
. . . + D,,, + DA], then condition (It) holds. Hence we would get an equivalent 
definition of .cl(, assuming this last condition, together with requiring that 
*d(f) - c, l . . . l c,,EC,,foranyc,EC,,(i=i ,..., n). We have chosen Definition 3.3 
to stress tht: fact that we start from a (suitable) deterministic interpretation. 
The conditions on .Fll ensure that, if the C,‘s and the D,‘s are consistently complete, 
then, following the same technique used for thz mociei 9 in Section 2.3, a modified 
Scott-Milner’s gd-model for ~3 can be given. As it happens for Y, such models are 
not if-a., in general. 
Let us now study the properties of gd-models for ,GY. From Proposition 3.2 it 
follows that, for given & and _I{, the map (I 1 is uniquely determined: but of course 
there can be several different models for a given gd-interpretation. Nevertheless, .d 
uniquely determines the value of a program P in all gd-models for Lo. To show this 
we need some semantic properties of gd-models and gd-interpretations (which will 
also be the key to the construction of i.f.a. models). 
Let -+ be the partial relation between terms in Y’ of the same type defined by 
rules ( 1) through (6) below; here up’s denote simple terms. 
(1) or,, MN -, M; or, MN --, N; 
N + N’ M-+M’ 
(4) 
(As”.M)N -+(A.xfM)N’~ (5) MN+ M’N’ 
@’ 7 
fhaStyl~eK,-,K,-,...-,K,!-,K;M,-,M: 
iI’, . . . ~7,.  M,. . . . -M,, +fiq . . . u’, ,M:. . . . M,; 
For any M, if M’ exists r;.t. M -+ M’, we say that M is reducible; otherwise M is 
irreducible. 
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Lemma 3.5. For every program P in L there exists a unique computation tree -for P 
w.r.t. +, which has the properties (i), (ii), (iii) qf Theorem 2.4 (replacing M by P) and 
moreouer: 
(iv) a node is a leaf ifl it is labelled b:v a simple term ; 
(v) the free is finire. 
Proof. For a similar proof, see [5, Theorem 2.21: for a detailed proof, see [S]. Cl 
It is useful to consider a rcdbction relation between finite sets of terms in L, of 
the same type, denoted by 3 and defined by (a) and (b) below. 
(:I) (M 
M + M’ without using rule ( I) 
I,.--, Ad,,, M}+4,, . . . , iv,,, n/r’}’ 
M -+ M’ and M + M” using rule (I ) (b) --____ 
{M,, . . . , M,,, M}=c:{ M,, . . . , h/l,,, M’, M”)‘ 
As usual, -S and rr: denote the reflexive and transitive closures of + and Z. If .C1 
is a gd-model for KH’I. with semantic map fI 1, then we extend 1 1 to finite sets of 
programs of the same type K, setting 
Proof (outline). (i) and (ii): From Lemma 3.5 we immediately have that there exist 
II and )1’i, . _ _ , wrr such that (i) hol~ls. 
It remains to prove that z prealerves semantics: to this end it suflices to show 
that \o does +, in the sense that, t’or every (tinite) closed term hl: 
- either A.1 is irreducible; 
f-lilting shii~ln th;tr the B-rule preserves semantics (Proposition .l.l(iv)), this follows 
c;l\iiy by +.truc’turai induction un terms. 
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Part (iii) follows by induction on the structure of S[ ] and on the length of the 
reduction + Cl 
We now extend the map -04 to every program in RECL. 
Definition 3.7. Let II be the set of programs in RECL. Then the type-preserving map 
J& J~:~~+u.{D~IKE K} is the extension of & given by: 
4&) = J-j., d(fw, . . . w, ) = Jm W(wd, * l ’ 9 4W”)), 
i 
u,{~h)II~i~n}. 
gd(p)= ~{.d(P’“‘)~n~O} 
ifPELandP&{w,,..., wn}, 
otherwise. 
Proposition 3.8. The following properties hold for the map &: 
(i) d(or, IT’)= d(P)u,d(P’); 
(ii) .d(ff, . . . P”) = 4fb-w,), - - *, ~Qw,k 
(iii) d(P)=(Ifll_ f L or any f and -for any gd-model for & with semantic map [ lj ; 
(iv) tf M’ir MT: (i = I, . . . , n ) are simple programs of type K s. t. u K { di w, 1) E 
u,{_d( wi)}, then for euery brogram context 9[ 1, with holes qf type K, u,{ d@$q])) 
E v ,(d( Y?[ w:])}, irqhere unions are taken w.r. t. i = 1, . . . , n. 
Proof (outline). All properties need only &ti Se proved for programs and program 
contexts in I., since the extensitin to RECL follows by continuity. Then (i), (ii) are 
proved by induction on the depths of the computation trees for PI, . . . , P,, ; for (iii) 
remark that .Fllr and [ jj agree on simple programs and apply Proposition 3.6(ii j; 
finally, for (iv) note that condition (*) on & implies that u K { & W[ w’])} E 
u, {.d( *[WI])} for an>* :.imple program context Crr[ ] and then apply Proposition 
3.6( iii). III 
Let us now shob 
‘preserve determir 
tion. First one eas, 
Recalling that, f 
elements of C, and 
Proposition 3.9. H. A
t-f- that the semantics given by a gd-model does indeed 
Jence’, substantiating the claim made in the introduc- 
I is at hand. 
. very K, the finite elements of D, are finite unions of finite 
t -- cxtensionality, we easily get the following proposition. 
. l! be a gd-model for RECL and M, N be two closed or-free terms 
of type K , --, l - l -+ K,, -+ K. Assume that Y[ M] = .(, P?[ N] for all or-free program contexts 
:@[ 1. l/i ji>r ever!’ K in K, the$nite elements oj’C, are definable by or-free terms, the?! 
M = I, N. 
In particular the result holds for 9, the model for NDPCF of Section 2, since the 
assumption on representability of finite elements in C, is met there. But that 
assumption is not necessary, as we outline briefly. First we need a result expressing 
an interesting consequence of the properties seen in this section. 
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Proposition 3.10. Let bf and N be closed terms of type K~ + l l l + K,, --+ K. If 
Mw, . . . \v,,= r,Nw, . . . w,, for all closed simple terms w, (i = 1, . . . , II), then 
MY, . . . P, = ,! NP, . . . P,* for any programs Pi in REcL (i = I, . . . , n). 
Proof. By continuity, the equality needs only to be shown for pi E L. Under such 
assumption the equality follows from Proposition 3.6, Proposition 3.8(iii) and the 
hypothesis on M and N. 0 
Now it could be proved, adapting the proof of [ 12, Theorem X5.9], that if 
MP, . . . P,, = !, NP, . . . P,, for all programs Pi in RECL, then M y,,, N. In particular, 
if M and N satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 3.9 (‘are deterministically 
equivalent’), then they are behaviorally equivalent in M; if, moreover, 4 is i.f.a., 
then M = (, N. 
Understandably enough, this property holds even if M and N have free variables 
of ground type. It should also be clear that a corresponding property holds if 
sharing/distributivity is assumed with respect to other types. 
Let us recall some classical definitions and results (see, e.g., [ 12, Chapter 31). If 
D = (I>, G, I> is a poset with minimum I, a _finite prqjection on D is a monotonic 
map p : 1X+ Il. such that q(d) c d for every d in D, pop = p and p(D) is a finite 
set. A couple (II, { cf’J i E N}), shortly denoted (L), p,)\ is an SFP-poset it-f { tp, 1 i E fV} is 
it monotonic sequence of finite prqjections on I), such that tl = u, {q,(d)} for every 
d in II. 
It’ W, ;F,) is an SFP-poset and D’ is a cpo, then a map .f: D -+ D’ is lIrecon?in~rozrs 
itf it is monotonic and moreover &I) = u, j‘{ q,(ci)} for every d in D. A couple 
(12 9,) is an SFP-cpo iff (D, p,) is an SFP-poset, D is a cpo and the projections are 
continuous. 
Definition 3.11. A couple (.4, { +!!r)), where ,d is a gd-interpretation, is an SFP- 
it~rprufccriorz iff, for every K, (C,, I/!:? is an SFP-cpo, every tklite element (’ of c“,,. 
is definable by a simple term MI, and moreover there are closed Y-free and or-free 
terms (a/~: ) for which JI,( C) = ,I$( JIy W, ) holds, for every i rind eve’-y (1 in C,. 
We colkc‘t in the following proposition the properties of SFP-intcrprctations. 
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if M E REC-L~ and MN, . . . N,, is a program, then 
u {.ti((qfM)N, . . N,J}=~(MN, . . . Iv,). 
Proof. For the proof, see Appendix A. 
By adapting the techniques of Milner in [2 I] and ol Berry in [ 121, it is possible 
to give a construction of an intrinsicaliy fully abstract gd-model for any SFP- 
interpretation. 
Theorem 3.13. For ant, given SFP-interpretation .ti jbr REC‘L,, there exists an $a. 
gd-model_for REX: and .cL 
Proof. The proof is by constiuction and is outlined in the rest of the section. 
The construction is performed in two steps: first we build an i.f.a. gd-model for 
L’: then we extend it to RECL, showing that i.f.a. is preserved. 
Let us introduce some preliminary technical results and definitions. If (D, {q,}) 
is an SFP-poset, then (D’, (F,‘) i.., the couple defined by: 
- fi X is the col,lyletion by ideals of b = (;;‘,t cd)1 i c N, d E D} ; 
- $,’ is defined by @,‘(I)={d13d’- I, dgcpi(d’)) for any ideal I in 0.‘ 
Note that D is (precontinuously) embedded in fi” by the precontinuous injection 
inj( d) = u{ d’] dk p,(d), i E IV}: we identify d and inj(d ). 
It is easy to prove the following result. 
Lemma 3.14 ([I& Proposition 3.&S]). (D’, $,’ ) is an SFP-cpo. Moreover, $D’ is a 
cpo, etJq\’ precontinuous jirnctinrl h : D -+ D’ can be extended in a ur?iytte wa_\* to a 
continuous map 6’. : D ’ + D’ , setting !? ( I) = u{ h(d) 1 d E I} jbr every ideal I in l% 
The basic step of the construction will be perfulrned in L’, i.e., working with 
closed and Y-free terms. To this end we introduce the concept of skeletal gd-model: 
essentially it gives denotation only to closed and Y-free terms; its use here parallels 
the use of combinatorial (S-K-) models by Milner in [21]. A skeletal gd-model for 
L, .K is a quintuple W’J, VU, {u,J, * , II II), such that C!,, D,r, u,, satisfy conditions 
(i) on domains and application maps in Definition 3.1 and the following clauses on 
the semantic map [ 1: (i 1 is a type preserving map: L‘+ u{ D,,}, such that: 
u&Ck; nWj=~,,; [or,j~d~d’==du,,ci’ forany d,d’in II,,; 
uMwl=uMnwn; 
[As”.Mn - [ Nn = [ M[ N,‘s”][ whenever either aE K 
or (u E K and N is simple); 
An SFP-skeletal mode1 for L is a couple (A, (c&~}), where 4 =((cyK), 
-@,,I, { U,), * 3 I ni is a skeletal gd-model, (D,, 9:‘) is an SFP-cpo for any CJ- and 
the projections cp:’ are definable, in the sense that there exist terms Q:’ in J?‘~~~“‘~ 
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such that pir([Mj) = [(p:Mj, for every M in L’. A skeletal gd-model is dense iff for 
every CT and every finite d in D,,, there exists a term M in L”’ s.t. [Ml = d. 
We can now define the construction. 
For any gd-interpretation JZI, let c.~ denote the type preserving preorder on L’ 
defined by 
.v, t.YrM7 iff s4(P[M,])c ,ti(P[MJ) for any program context P[ 1 in L, 
where A denotes also the function on programs defned in Section 3.2. By =.,.{ \Ive 
denote the associated equivalence and we set [M] = { N 1 IV E L’ and IV = ,?I M}. 
Then L’..~ induces on the set {[IV]1 M E Vc} an order relation, which too we denote 
by gz + The following proposition, which generalizes the First Context Lemma in 
[Xl, will play a critical role in the construction. 
Let go denote the type preserving relation on L” defined by 
M,g,,M, itf .C%(M,N,. . . N,,)E~(M~N, . . . N,,) for any N,,.. ., N,, 
such that M,N, . . . N,, 
is a program for i = 
1 ? . -- 
Proposition 3.15. L (, is a preorder and wincidm with c-_..d. 
Proof. For the proof, see Appendix A. 
The next two lemmas establish the first step of the construction. 
Proof (outline). First remark that, by definition. if u = U, 4 a - - -+ u,, + K, ,\I E I._“, 
N,E L”d, then h&‘M)N, . . . N,, -+cp:( M(cp:‘lN,). _. (cp~‘h’,,;): the the proof of (i) 
is by induction on types, using Proposition 3.12( iii 1 and Proposition 3.1 S: Proposition 
3.U iii 1 easily gives also ;I proof of ( ii). Z 
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Proof (outline). Order-exrensionality of application easily fohows from Proposition 
3.15. 
Distributivity: we have to show that g. (d u, d’) = g. d u tg * d’ for any p of type 
g=K+iand any d, d’in I&. 
Since application and u, are continuous, we can consider finite g, d and d’. 
From the definition of u t and because of extensionality we need only to prove that 
d( M(or, PI P2) N, . . . N,,) = .d(MP, NI . . . N,,) v K d(MPz N1 . . . N,,), 
where M E L”‘: IV! E L’l’; P,, P+ L”‘. 
We use the relations + and z definec’ in Section 3.2 and recall that Z preserves 
the value of A! on programs. Now, it is easy to check t!jat 
Al (or, PIP_,) N, *. . N,,=%{Q,, . . ., or), where Q,= Mi (or, P&) IV,. . . IV,, and 
Mi is irreducible; thus, by definition of -+, we have that 
M(or, P, P2) N, . . . A’ rr=k?,,, 912, - * . , q,,,, Qn2}, where Qli = W,PjIVI . . . ZSn, j L= 
1,2. For the same reason, A+$ . . . N,,=E { QI,, . . . , QJ and thus we get the wanted 
result. 
The other properties showing that (< !il, i Cp:“}) is a skeletal SFP-model, follow by 
construction. Moreover, .Z! is dense, because the finite elements of II,, have the 
form [cp:‘JU] = [G&M], where RI (and hence cp:‘M) is closed. 0 
We now extend the model to REX-L.. 
Lemma 3.18. Let . if = ({ C,}, {II,,}, {u,,}, . , [ JJ) be a skeletal dense gd-model *for L 
and assume that (. N, { pir)) is SFPfbr sonre { cp:‘). TIre!r it can be extended in a unique 
way to a gd-wodel .fi *for RECL, whirh is i.f.a. 
Proof (outline). Furst we extend [ 1 from L’ to RI-.cL‘, setting [ A41 = {[I M”‘)j, n 2 O}. 
In such a way we obtain a skeletal gd-model .!# for REX-L. Since ,a is dense, it can 
be extended to a gd-model for RECL, defining [zjjp in two steps: 
( 1) for any p, s.t. p(x) is finite for any x, set 17, = 1 M[N,/x,, . . , T N,,/x,l, 
where Ni is closed and such that p(q) = [INin and the free variables of A4 are in 
{ -XI, . . . , s,,} : 
(2) for any other ~1, define Iln/lllp by continuity. 
It is easy to check that the definition is correct and that the model .A? we get in 
this way is indeed a gd-model for RECL. It remains to show that . @ is i.f.a. First it 
can be seen, from the definitions, that every (skeletal) dense gd-model is i.f.a.: then 
by a standard argument (see, e.g., [21]) it can be shown easily that, since (A4, (cp:‘)) 
is SW and i.f.a., .# is i.f.a. (here too the SFP condition is required). Finally, it is 
easy to check that a gd-model is i.f.a. iff its restriction to closed terms is a skeletal 
i.f.a. gd-model. Hence .& is i.f.a. c! 
This ends the outline of the proof of Theorem 3.13 (for a more detailed presentation 
of the proof, see [S]). c! 
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4. A fully abstract gd-semantics for NDPCF 
In this section, we first show that our example language NDPCF admits an 
intrinsically fully abstract model w.r.t. the interpretation 9, defined in Section 2.3. 
Then we prove in outline that the denotational semantics defined by this model is 
fully abstract w.r.t. the operational semantics defined by Eva1 (see Section 2.2). One 
of the steps of this proof, Theorem 4.6, shows also that the semantics defined by 
the model :Z (Section 2.3) coincides with the operational one on the set of programs 
in NDPCF. 
Recalling the properties of powerdomains mentioned in Section 2.3, it is clear 
that the interpretation 9 for NDPCF is a gd-interpretation. Moreover, it is easy to 
see [8] that it is also SFP. Hence, as a consequence of Theorem 3.13, we have the 
following result. 
Proposition 4.1. Tllere e.xi;ts an intrinsically Jullr abstract gd-model, .k, *for NIXT‘F 
and Y. 
W reca!! that the definitions of the operational and denotational preorders have 
been given in Sections 2.2 and 3.1. 
‘Theorem 4.2. The operational preorder c c,p and the preorder E if associccted to . fi 
coincide on NWCF, i.e., the model . fi is firlh abstract M7.r. t. the operational senlantics 
clufinvd hy Eva!. 
Proof (outline). The proof of Theorem 4.2 can be achieved following a rather genera! 
pattern, used by Plotkin in 1241 and by the authors in [6]: first establish the 
equivalence of the two semantics (i.e., the coincidence of the two preorders) on 
Y-free programs, then extend it to all programs and finally show full abstration. 
As the proof is rather long, we shall simply outline it: the reader tail find the 
details and a discussion of the motivations for ce in [3] (where - is denoted by -+$). 
In what fo!!ows, [ 1 denotes the semantic mijppinp ;lssociated to . fi ;Ind -+ denotes 
the reduction relation defined in Section 2.2. 
Step I. We regard 0” ;1s 3 new primitive of the language (of typt’ K and denoting 
i,) and from + we derive ;I new relation - s.t. the following holds. For every 
Y-free program P: to every computation P --, c it corresponds a computation P - c 
:tnd to every dkergent computation from P w.r.t. -+ it correG;ponds ti computation 
P r* 0”. (Notice that the proof that this is the behavior of ++ is embedded in Step 
2.) 
Then we prove tk\t t!le semrtntics defined by . i? and the one defined by - comcide 
on I’-!‘rt-c: program3. 
The relation +-+, betuetln Y-free terms in the estended language f;tiI)P<+, is 
tietincd by: 
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(i all the rules in the definition of +, except rule (5), about Y; 
(ii) the iollowing rules (which we call O-rules): 
-(+I)R’~R‘:(-l)(l’~R’;Z~‘~n~‘; IF,L!rJL”MN--,~K: 
_ the rules obtained from rules (9), (I la) and (I lb), (13a) in the definition of +, 
by substituting P for y, b, c, respectively. 
(Notice that the definition of CR is urichanged.) 
The same style of proof used in [5, ‘I’heorem 2.21, can be employed to prove the 
following rf5ult. 
Proposition 4.3. For euety closed ground term M in ENI~PC-F which is Y-free, there 
e.iists a unique computation tree w.r. 1. w, which has the properties (i), (ii), (iii) of 
Theorem 2.4 and 
(iv) cy is a leaf jfl it is lat~elled by a ground constant symbol or b-v 0’ ; 
(v) the tree is jinite. 
For a Y-free program in NDPC‘F, the finite set EvaI’ is given as follows 
{if &stands r:>~ the reflexive and transitive closure of CJ+): CE Evalo iff P Ac 
and OK E Evsr”( P) itf P AR”. 
Then the coincidence of the operational semantics with the one associated to .z? 
on Y-free programs is expressed by the following Proposition. 
Proposition 4.4. For any Y-free program P in NIIPCF: ~F’~l_ = [Eval”( P)ll_. 
(We recall that in Section 3.2. we have defined the extension to finite sets of 
programs of the map [ 1, hence the statement of the proposition makes sense.) 
Step 2. We want to show the coincidence of the two semantics on general 
programs. Now, it is a property of gd-models (see Proposition 3.2) that for every 
program P: [PI = u{[P”“~, n 2 0). (Actually, this property is shared by a large class 
of A-calculi models.) So the wanted result can be easily obtained if a similar property 
can be proved for the operational semantics. This is formalized in Proposition 4.5 
below (this property too is a rather general one). 
Proposition 4.5. For anj’ program P in NIIPC‘I-: 
(i) PLc #ii esists r.t. P”“Ac, .for all 9 3 ii; 
(ii) P ditlrrges jfl P”‘c;R”, Ji)r all n 2 0. 
From Propositions 4.4, 3.2 and 4.5 we easily obtain the coincidence of the two 
semantics on programs. 
Theorem 4.6. For any program Pin NDPC‘F, $we extend 1 I] to CC b_v setting [a]~ = J-, 
jbr ever) encironment, n?e haue: 
[P~_I_ = {[ell., e E Eval(P)}. 
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As we have seen in Section 3.2, the denotaticnal semantics of programs is uniquely 
determined by the interpretation. Hence the above result is true also w.r.t. the model 
Y of Section 2.3. 
Step 3. This last step is now immediate, Indeed the coincidence of the preorders 
c __oP and L if on NDPCF (i.e., Theorem 4.2) is immediate from Theorem 4.6, the 
intrinsic full abstraction of .A@ and the definitions of the two preorders. Cl 
5. Concluding remarks 
In essence this paper shows how to give nondeterministic applicative languages 
a semantics which is an extension of the deterministic one, in the sense that it is 
completely determined by it. 
We do not claim that this point of view, and hence the related sharing/distributivity 
technique, has always to be adopted, since there are other reasonable approaches. 
Hut we believe that it has a good amount oe’ intuitive justification behind it. In this 
spirit, our presentation has emphasized methods, instead of defining standards. 
Clearly, adopting this point of view completely would imply that we assume 
sharing/disl.ributivity w.r.t. and (T and T. Our treatment of NIIPCF can be easily 
extended to handle that case and we would again get a fully abstract semantics. 
A problem we have not considered here is the efficiency of the reduction algorithm 
for NDIY r-; we ha?le been mainly concerned with correctness and, after all, NIWCT 
hrts been basically an illustrative example. When dekising a standard semantics for 
;I ldrlguage of more practical interest, one should probably look carefully for a 
possible improvement of the technique of critical variables, though, in m;iny respects, 
it looks quite natural. Hut it is important to remark that most of the difficulties arise 
when dealing with higher types: if we confine ourselves to first&der procedures, 
then many simple sharing techniques are at hand, as noticed in the introduction. 
1 he same remark applies to the construction of intrinsically fully abstract models 
and to the proof of equivalence between the operational aud the denotational 
scm;:ntics: the first-order case is much simpler to handle. 
Fina!ly we note that the results of this paper apply to deterministic typed A-calculi 
;15 ;I p;lrticular case and also to a ‘call by name’ treatment of nondeterministic typed 
A-caiculi, assuming that, For :iny K, C, coincides with I>,. 
Appendix A 
Proof of Proposition 3.12. (i) From Prctposition J.S(iii) it follows that & is uniquely 
delir:ed on every finite ll, independently of its decomposition tl -1 t I ~1, * - - LJ, c,,. 
Since C’,, is an SFP-cpo, CC C,, is tinite iti c = cl/:(cl’), for some ~1’ in YK. We denote 
b!l FC‘,, the set C,,. v (n 1 d E I>,. d finite} with the order induced from II>,,. Since the 
embedding of C,, in L), and LJ, m-e continuous functions and G:(C) in finite for any 
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c in C,, {ql} is a sequence of finite projections on FC,+ Hence the SFP-poset 
(FC,, { cpl}) can be completed to an SFP-w-algebraic cpo, F(iz, in which the isolated 
elements are exactly the finite elements of f?, and this irr&ies DK = FCT, 
(ii) Obviously it is enough to consider Y-free programs. First remark that 
$:@I( WV)) =J~(#F w) for every simple program w. Indeed, if 9[ WI-+ @[WI, then 
9[w+ BG[W’] (by Proposition 3.6(iii)). Hence, if d(w) = c, c finite, and 
#l We * @w,], then $f w L @[WI; since ~2 is a homomorphism, &( t3[ w,l) = ._ti( *[ w]) 
and so ti( #l w) = &(# w,) = $f(.ti( w)). If now d(w) is not finite, then d(w) = 
u{sd( w,), r E IV), for some {w, r E IV} s.t. &NJ,) is a finite element. 
$;(A+$) = U{ $f(&52( :4v!r)), YF N}=~{s@ti~w,), r&J}; 
but, since the functions in {&(f),f~ F are continuous and ~4 is a 
U{.!q*;w,), EN} = L?qqq%V). 
Then 
homomorphism, 
Consider now i; Y-free program R f-,.orn Proposition 3.6 there exist simple 
programs HF~, . . . , N’, s.t. d(P) = d( w ) ‘d K * l ’ u k’ .d( q,). By definition of cpr, 
*:(.4(P))= ~;(*C.I(W,))uK~ l *u, $:(.d(Itg) 
= Ls(q%:w,)uK - * * ",.d(q&)). 
Now it is clear (by definition of + and Z) that q%: PA{ Mw!. . . . , Ahvp}, where 
$:’ *, M. As #:’ does not contain or’s and -S preserves .d, we have: ,v3( Mw,) = 
sJ( #y w,) ; hence the thesis. 
(iii) The property needs only to i3e PIG-~ ,d for Y-free programs. First consider 
the following transformation: 
-ifMELK,thenA&M: 
- if M E L”+‘, then fi = &I?(*), _P non-free in M. 
We claim .cii’(A?N, . . . N,,)=,~(MN, . . . N,). Clearly it is enough to prove that 
.d( .P[ A?? Nr”]) = .q :P[ N]), f or every Y-free 9[ 1, with ~1”~ not free in M. The proof 
is straightforward by induction on the length of the reduction of ~[A_v”. Ny”], via +. 
Then we show that .d(fiN, . . . N,,) = U{.d((cp:'M)N, . . . N,?), i E hi}. Define 
inductively: 
- if N E L”, then :&(N) = N and S?(N) = cp: N; 
- if N E L” and u - (7, + l . l + a,, + K, then, setting I*, = I~“‘, 1 S j S n, 
and 
.L( N) == Ar, . . . _~,,(cp:( N.Y,(_r,) . . . .17,(>;,))). 
Assume now that u = (q -+ (TV-+. l -2. ql -+ ,:. It is easy to verify that 
Hence it is enough to show that .d(P[ N]) = u{ .ti(P[cp:’ N]), i : N} for any K, any 
N in I!.” and any Y-free program context i’p[ ] for N. The proof of this fact is 
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straightforward by induction on the length of the reduction of 9[rp: IV] via a. 
Hence the result. C! 
Proof of Proposition 3.15. We only have to show that M, E,A&=$M, E,JI&. 
Throughout the proof let 9[ ] denote a ( Y-free) program context for MI, i = 1,2. 
Consider for P[ ] the following four possibilities: 
(A) Y[ J = Of, P,[ p&[ 1. 
W .zP[ ]=$P,[ ] * . . S,,[ 1. 
K-1 ;Y[ ] = (Ax-q ]fY[ I%,[ 1. . . %,,[ 1. 
(I>) :S[ ]=[ I%,[ ]...%J 1. 
First let us state a preliminary* rentnrk. If 9[ ] has not one of the four forms above, 
then either .-P[ ] = c, or Y[ ]= Q,, or :Y[ ]=(hs”K[ I)%‘[ I%,[ ] l l l U;,,[ ] with 
IT g K. Then in the second case, we have 2[N,]+ P, (i = 1,2) using rule (2). Since 
M, and M, are closed, there exists a program context :T[ ]s.t. P, = Y[MJ. 
Let now set, 5:\, 5 h denote the preorders induced on the set of program contexts 
.@I ] for M,, respectively by 
- the depth of the tree associated to Y[M,] by Lemma 3.5: 
- the term structure of .9[M,]: 
- the number of holes in .9[ 1. 
Ashume M, L;,, R/I,; we shall i?rove that .t:\r( .+$V,])G ,d( 2[ M]) by induction on 
the set of program contexts V[ 1, with respect to the lexicographic preorder inducted 
h> the preorder-s Q, 5 ,, --- ,,, taken in this sequence. 
The basis consists only of the contexts ,S[ ] = c for some C, and .I/‘[ ] = 0” ; in 
these cases the assertion is clearly true. 
Take now a ./P[ j for which the inductive hypothesis is true and consider the tree 
P, associated to 9[M,]: as a consequenc<t of the preliminary remark, we have a 
unique reduction, which we can label 9,‘,[ M,] = .9[ M,] -+ - - . + .S:,,[ M,], i = 1,2, until 
either .+‘I,,[ ] is the lirst occurrence of one of the four cases above (possibly with 
f2i -- 0). or .S:,,[ ,+I,] - C, for some C, or 9:,,[M,) c‘-- U,. 
I I- ri1 - 0 then the assertion follows since .S:,,[ ]y.,,.p[_ 1. 
If ~1 z 0 w rtrgue by c;tses. assuming that 9[ ] has one of the four forms above. 
C ‘U.‘\C’ A. .P[ M,] -: or, .P,[hi+$W,], where 9,[ ] ai,, 2[ 1, j - I, 2. Hence, WC” 
h;lie -Y’( .P,[.&I,]):- .~.~~(.-Y’,[ AI,])  j -= I, 2, and so, by Proposition 3.8(i), 
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(Cl) Assume Y[ ] has at least one hole. Since S’[ ]+J?[ 1, we have 
,ti( S’[ M,]) c .d( Y’[ AL]). Set now 
and 
Y[ ]= (hx”%?[ ])Y[M,]%,[ 1.. . %,[ ] 
@[ ] = (Ax”v[M,]J[ l+WWl . l . WWl. 
If P’[Mj]s(Wjl i= I, l . . , n}, then $F’sl[ n/i,]]>{ @[Wl]i i = I, . . . , n}; by Proposi- 
tion J.S(ivj we get LJ,&@[w,J))c u, . .pyl(G$v~])} and so 
s@P[M,])= ~(@[~“[M,]])LP, (i?[(3”[M2]])= d(Y'[M,]). 
But now Y[ ]+,., 9[ 1, Iwhile 9”[ j =\ ?[ ] and Y”[ ] =\ 9[ 1; hence, again by 
hypothesis, .rll( :Y’[ M,]) c .$( Y’[ M,]) = .w$ 9[ M,]). 
(C2) Assume :9’[ ] is without holes, then ?F[M,] = liP’[M,] = iD and two cases are 
possible. 
Case 1. P = ~7, where M* i.;; a simple program. Then, using rules (5) and (31, 
and 
.u[M,]-+( ‘tT[M2][~~/_~Z])%,[M2]. . . %,,‘,MM,]= 9”“[&] 
where Y”‘[ ] +&‘[ ] and so the assertion follows. 
Case 2. f is not a simple term. Then either P-+ P’ without using rule (l), or 
f’+ PI and P + fr! using rule (1); consequently, either 9[ M,] + $[ M,], (j = 1,2), or 
+p[AJ,]+ .&[MJ and Y[M,]+Y%[IM,], (j= 1,2), where .p[ ]s~Y[ 1, @,[ ]qdY[ ] 
and :&[ ]%,I :‘p[ ]. Hence the property follows from the inductive hypothesis and 
the monotonicity of the union operations. 
Curse D. ?p[ ]=[ I%,,[ 1. . . %,,[ 1. Set 9’[ ]= M&‘,[ ]. . . ‘i;‘,J 1. Since M, c-~ 
M2, -d(r’P[M,])c.;;‘(~‘[M,]); but Y’[ I+$?[ 1, while 9’[ ]=dg[ 1, Y[ ]=,9[ ] 
and so tslr( Y[M,]) G RI( Y[ M,]) = d( P[ M?]), and the result follows. Cl 
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